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SPEECH BY H.E. MR. GANKHUYAG DAMBA, 

DEPUTY MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF MONGOLIA 

AT THE MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE ON REGIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION 

AND INTEGRATION IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 

 

Esteemed Executive Secretary Dr. Noeleen Heyzer, 

Honorable Ministers and Distinguished delegates, 

Esteemed Mr. Chairperson,  

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

At the outset, I would like to express our warm thanks to the Royal Thai 

Government and the Secretariat of the UNESCAP for successfully organizing the 

Ministerial Conference on Regional Economic Cooperation and Integration in Asia and 

the Pacific in an amazing land of thousand elephants and the generous hospitality 

offered to my delegation. 

 

Seizing this moment I cannot, but, to point out that our gathering in a bid to 

further develop and deepen economic cooperation and integration in the region of Asia 

and the Pacific and bring them into a new height is rather timely and vividly important 

event of promising perspective. 

 

Today at a time of ever-intensifying globalization when modern technology, 

business initiative, way and means of production are being developed unprecedentedly 

the economic growth appeared to impact on the Asia and the Pacific region in particular 

on its natural environment not always in favorable manner. Henceforth, Mongolia 

applauds the “Bangkok Declaration” which highlights the spirit of rectifying these 

adverse effects and facilitates collectively complimentary cooperation conducive to each 

and every stakeholder. 

 

We commend the painstaking endeavor exerted by the ESCAP and its Executive 

Secretary Dr. Noeleen Heyzer for initiating comprehensive policy aimed at attaining this 

noble goal and are in earnest confidence that under your able leadership all of us 

together can accomplish our joint task. 



Mr. Chairperson, 

 

In recent years, economy in Mongolia has witnessed a rapid pace of growth 

which is still projected to grow by 11.5 per cent in the first ten months of this year. The 

Government of Mongolia is determined to preserve this pace of development in the 

coming years and deliver its returns to every household and individuals in equal and fair 

way. For effectively involving in regional economic cooperation and integration there are 

daunting challenges yet to be tackled in the country such as a scarcity of skilled labors, 

limited number of commodities on export, mal-development of infrastructure and high 

percentage of unemployment and poverty among the population. However, multiple 

steps are being undertaken starting from improving legislative environment for 

investment, to eradicating red-tape and corruption, allocating mining industry’s returns 

to the human resource development including  to the sectors of health and education, 

implementing major infrastructural and housing projects for the sake of all-inclusive 

sustainable development. 

 

Mr. Chairperson, 

 

Landlockedness is a major obstacle to our economic development. In 

comparison to other countries Mongolia is compelled to spend 30 to 50 percent more 

costs to transit transport, which hindering us from benefits of foreign trade and 

economic cooperation and causing us to be more vulnerable to climate change, 

deforestation and desertification. It also requires from us more effort and resource for 

adaptation, reduce damages, rehabilitate environment under this new circumstance. 

 

Anyhow, rather than sitting ideally with crossed hands we are working to set up 

the International Think Tank for landlocked developing countries in Ulaanbaatar and to 

start its activities for surveying challenges common to them and safeguard their 

interests in comprehensive way. 

 

While informing you that the Government of Mongolia is donating one million 

USD to the International Think Tank and support to start its first three research projects 

in the year of 2014. I wish to appeal our fellow landlocked developing countries to join in 

the relevant international agreement. 

 



My delegation is on the view that the reaching into common understanding for 

involving every countries in Asia and the Pacific region will create necessary 

prerequisite in broadening up the economic cooperation and financial and infrastructural 

integration as well as equal allocation of their return to each and every participants, 

overcoming of natural disaster and all other risks by combined efforts. Mongolia not only 

supports the ideals of the “Bangkok Declaration” that enshrined our common notions but 

also prepared to make its contribution in materializing them into reality. 

 

Mongolia which pursues multi-pillared open foreign policy for promoting mutually 

advantageous cooperation with all the countries in the region will stand for taking an 

active part in regional integration and contribute its own share. 

 

Thank you for your attention. 


